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IBFD Tax Research
Platform Enhancements
and Launches 2017
The IBFD Tax Research Platform is the online access for all your
subscriptions. Throughout the year, we made extensive improvements
and additions to the Platform based on your input about your needs as
tax professionals.
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Search on the IBFD Platform has
been enhanced
The Tax Research Platform is the digital
heart of our expertise. As part of our
ongoing efforts to improve its usability,
we introduced a new interactive search
support panel. Your keyword search is now
supported by offering synonyms, keyword
definitions and suggestions for topical
references to relevant documents available.

Stay abreast of the Multilateral Instrument

New Transfer Pricing Documentation Tables

(MLI) and BEPS-related changes

A comprehensive overview of country-by-country

IBFD is extensively covering the MLI, including

reporting, Master File and Local File requirements

Reservations and Notifications per country

and forms in over 60 countries, allowing side-by-side

All possibly affected treaties contain reference to

comparison. Linked to the TP Collection with detailed

the MLI. Through an integrated coverage of MLI

guidance and recommendations. Can be exported to

developments in our News, Treaties Collection,

Excel for comparison and processing.

Country Analyses and Tools, we keep you fully up
to date with the impact of the complicated BEPS

Journal Articles and White Paper on MLI

treaty-related measures.

Find dozens of journal articles on the MLI, as well
as one of our latest White Papers, OECD Multilateral

New and improved: BEPS Country Monitor with

Convention: Flexibility versus the BEPS Project, on

Compare Tool

the Tax Research Platform.

These country tables allow you to find detailed
comments on the implementation of the BEPS

Permanent Establishments Collection:

recommendations in a growing number of countries

Explore issues in greater depth

with links to more information. A tool facilitates

Full interlinking of this collection with the Country

comparison by Country, Organization or Action

Analyses and Transfer Pricing Collection enables you

Point.

to analyse issues related to PE in greater depth.
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Trials
Would you like to try a product?
1. Log in to your existing
account or register for a new
one for free.
2. Select the product in our
online shop and click on the trial
button on the product page.

Mergers and Acquisitions Collection:

Asian Voices: BEPS and Beyond

More content and context

In this online book you can read what top tax

New chapter in M&A Collection

administrators, leading academics and industry

Setting the Scene: Steps to a Successful Transaction

thought leaders say about the BEPS Project in

will acquaint you with the main tax and legal

the context of Asia’s unique conditions.

implications of an M&A transaction. Linked to the
Country Analyses for reference to the general tax

New chapters on the GST systems in India

framework of the jurisdiction.

and Malaysia
The new content will give you a comprehensive

Even more coverage for Asia and Americas

overview of the applicable GST legislation in

Chinese Circulars Collection

India and Malaysia. The chapter on the new dual

Our Tax Authorities’ Documentation has been

GST system in India will be available soon in the

extended with a new, comprehensive collection of

VAT & Sales Tax Collection.

official Chinese tax regulations in both Chinese and
English.

Bulletin for International Taxation Special
Issue: A Global Perspective on the

Comtax Basic Asia-Pacific

US Tax Reform

Checking scenarios for tax structuring and

IBFD and Tax Analysts have jointly released

compliance in 24 Asia-Pacific jurisdictions, this

27 articles commenting on the US tax reform

product will minimize your manual routine and

proposals.

help you understand the tax implications of your
company’s activities in the region.

White Papers on US Tax Reform
Will Trump’s Tax Reform Make America Great

Simultax expanded with additional countries

Again? and more. Read some of our latest White

For more details on our latest

This innovative tool now also covers Australia, Brazil,

Papers tackling the US tax reform on the Tax

products and enhancements,

Canada, Chile, Indonesia, Japan, Korea (Rep.),

Research Platform.

visit our website: www.ibfd.org/
IBFD-Tax-Portal/News

Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Singapore, United States
and Vietnam.

View all products and special offers at www.ibfd.org/Shop
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Follow our Academic
initiatives by visiting
www.ibfd.org/Academic

www.ibfd.org

Enriched Academic Content

New services available on the Platform

Global Tax Treaty Commentaries (GTTC) is

Webinars

nearing completion

Covering hot topics in international taxation, the IBFD

We are adding the last few chapters on individual

webinars combine recent news with practical advice to help

Model Articles to this collective reference work for

you tackle tax challenges. The webinars last 1-2 hours.

treaty analysis.
Free Online Tax Glossary
EATLP International Tax Book Series are now

Offering the broadest possible coverage of taxation

available on the Platform

language, including definitions of over 4,000 tax terms.

As part of the long-standing cooperation between
IBFD and the EATLP, all 15 annual volumes

Free White Papers

published to date can now be accessed online.

You can access IBFD’s White Papers, covering various
international tax-related topics, for free.

Free Trials & Services
Want to receive RSS feeds that give you
Tax News Service headlines as they are
placed online? Interested in the contents of
upcoming issues of IBFD journals?
IBFD offers a variety of free services that keep
you informed:
XX IBFD
XX RSS

Newsletters
feeds of Tax News Service headlines

XX Trials
XX Journal
XX White

Article previews

Papers

To find out more or to subscribe,
visit www.ibfd.org/FreeServices

Social media
Follow IBFD on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/ibfd
Stay up to date on our latest news, vacancies,
tax events, free articles and more.
Join our group Friends of IBFD:
link.ibfd.org/Friends_of_IBFD
Connect with international tax experts
worldwide, and join us in sharing news, ideas
and experiences.
Follow us on Twitter: @IBFD_on_Tax

Contact us

Online: www.ibfd.org

IBFD Head Office

P.O. Box 20237

Tel.: +31-20-554 0100 (GMT+1)

Rietlandpark 301

1000 HE Amsterdam

Customer Support: info@ibfd.org

www.linkedin.com/company/ibfd

1019 DW Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Sales: sales@ibfd.org

@IBFD_on_Tax
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Stay on top of the latest tax news.

